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Numerical models show that small-scale convection (SSC) occurring atop a mantle plume is 18 
a plausible mechanism to rejuvenate the lithosphere. The triggering of SSC depends on the 19 
density contrast and on the rheology of the unstable layer underlying the stagnant upper part 20 
of the thermal boundary layer (TBL). Both properties may be changed by partial melting. We 21 
analyze, using 2D numerical simulations, how partial melting influences the dynamics of 22 
time-dependent SSC instabilities and the resulting thermo-mechanical rejuvenation of an 23 
oceanic plate moving atop of a plume. Our simulations show a complex behavior, with 24 
acceleration, no change, or delay of the SSC onset, due to competing effects of the latent heat 25 
of partial melting, which cools the plume material, and of the buoyancy increase associated 26 
with both melt retention and depletion of residue following melt extraction. The melt-induced 27 
viscosity reduction is too localized to affect significantly SSC dynamics. Faster SSC 28 
triggering is promoted for low melting degrees (low plume temperature anomalies, thick 29 
lithosphere, or fast moving plates), which limit both the temperature reduction due to latent 30 
heating and the accumulation of depleted buoyant residue to the upper part of the unstable 31 
layer. In contrast, high partial melting degrees lead to a strong temperate decrease due to 32 
latent heat of melting and development of a thick depleted layer within the sublithospheric 33 
convecting layer, which delays the development of gravitational instabilities. Despite 34 
differences in SSC dynamics, the thinning of the lithosphere is not significantly enhanced 35 
relatively to simulations that neglect partial melting. 36 
 37 
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 40 
1-Introduction 41 
Intraplate volcanic hotspots are proposed to be generated by plumes of hot material rising 42 
through the mantle [Morgan, 1972], consistently with the age progression of the volcanic 43 
chains, the geochemical signatures of lavas indicating partial melting of an enriched mantle, 44 
and the associated topographic swells [Morgan, 1972; Crough and Jurdy, 1980; Hart et al., 45 
1992; Phipps Morgan et al., 1995]. A lithosphere passing atop such a plume is likely to be 46 
thermally thinned or “rejuvenated” [Sleep, 1994; Ribe, 2004]. Geophysical data on the 47 
lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) depth beneath active hotspots corroborates this 48 
prediction, but the LAB upwelling inferred from various methods may differ significantly. 49 
Receiver function and surface wave data imaging the mantle beneath hotspots, such as 50 
Hawaii, Cape Verde and Galapagos, show a LAB up to 50 km shallower than the 51 
surroundings [Li et al., 2004; Lodge and Helffrich, 2006; Rychert et al.; 2013; 2014; 52 
Villagomez et al., 2014; Byrnes et al., 2015]. Underside reflection data suggest that the 53 
Pacific lithosphere is thinned by ~10 km along the Hawaiian chain over a lateral scale of 54 
~1000 km [Schmerr, 2012]. A gravimetric study in Hawaii shows that the geoid-to-55 
topography ratio varies along the swell, indicating a decrease of the average depth of 56 
compensation by 20 km [Cadio et al., 2012]. 57 
Numerical models show that development of small-scale convection (SSC) in the low 58 
viscosity layer formed by the spreading of the hot plume material along the base of the 59 
moving lithosphere may erode the lithospheric basal sublayer by no more than 30 km [Moore 60 
et al., 1998; Thoraval et al., 2006; Agrusta et al., 2013]. However, these studies do not 61 
consider the influence of partial melting on the dynamics of the plume-lithosphere 62 
interactions. Partial melting may have multiple consequences on SSC dynamics. The 63 
absorption/release of latent heat during melting/crystallization may affect the thermal 64 
structure, and, consequently, the thermal buoyancy [McKenzie and Bickle, 1988]. Effective 65 
buoyancy may also increase as a consequence of (1) melt retention [Scott and Stevenson, 66 
1989] and (2) removal of dense elements from the solid residue [Oxburgh and Parmentier 67 
1977; Jordan, 1979; Schutt and Lesher, 2006]. Moreover, convection may be enhanced as a 68 
result of lower viscosities in partially molten domains in the mantle, since the presence of 69 
melt fractions as low as 1% may decrease the peridotite strength by more than one order of 70 
magnitude [Faul and Jackson, 2007; Takei and Holtzman, 2009a]. 71 
To our knowledge, the dynamic effects of partial melting on the plume-fed sublithospheric 72 
layer behavior and on the resulting uplift of the LAB have not been considered before. 73 
Previous models that simulated partial melting associated with a mantle plume impact 74 
focused on the melt-production rate, trying to constrain, on one hand, the total melt 75 
production and the composition of primary magma sources and, on the other hand, the 76 
influence of lithosphere extension on melt generation. These works showed that during the 77 
first phases of mantle plume activity, 90% of the magma originates from partial melting of 78 
the plume head [e.g., Watson and McKenzie, 1990; Farnetani and Richards, 1994; 1995]. 79 
Other models analyzed the causes of spatial and temporal variations of the melting rate within 80 
the plume material as it spreads along the base of the lithosphere [Ribe and Christensen, 81 
1999; Bianco et al., 2008; 2011; Ballmer et al., 2011]. They showed that partial melting may 82 
occur both in a primary partial melting zone located above the plume stem and in smaller 83 
secondary partial melting zones located downstream from the first due to further 84 
decompression associated with the development of small-scale convection in the plume-fed 85 
layer. Predicted magma compositions evolve in time and space: the early stages of volcanism 86 
display a strong signature from a deep partial melting component, whereas the late 87 
magmatism stage records shallow melting [Bianco et al., 2008; 2011]. In addition, Ballmer et 88 
al. [2011] showed that the topography of the base of the lithosphere resulting from SSC 89 
controls the spreading of the hot plume material, generating an asymmetry of the partial 90 
melting structure that could explain the differences in lavas geochemistry between the 91 
Southern (Loa) and Northern (Kea) trends of Hawaiian volcanoes [Abouchami et al., 2005]. 92 
The effect of partial melting on the mechanical structure of the lithosphere has been 93 
investigated only in the particular case of a plume head impacting a stationary plate [Manglik 94 
and Christensen, 1997]. This study showed that the increased buoyancy of the depleted 95 
residue formed by melt extraction after decompression melting in the plume initially 96 
accelerates the development of small-scale instabilities at the bottom of the lithosphere. 97 
However, evolution of this process results in a thick depleted root beneath the lithosphere, 98 
which inhibits further thermo-mechanical erosion of the plate. 99 
In this paper, we investigate the influence of both viscosity and density variations rising from 100 
partial melting on the SSC dynamics in the sublithospheric plume-fed layer and on the 101 
resulting lithospheric erosion in models where a mantle plume interacts with a fast-moving 102 
plate. 103 
2-Model setup 104 
2.1-Numerical code and boundary conditions 105 
The influence of partial melting on plume-lithosphere interactions is simulated using the 2D 106 
thermo-mechanical code I2VIS [Gerya and Yuen, 2003]. We solve on a staggered grid the 107 
equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for an incompressible, infinite 108 
Prandtl number fluid. The advection term in the heat equation is handled by the marker-in-109 
cell method. We include the adiabatic heating, viscous dissipation, and latent heat of 110 
melting/crystallization terms in the energy equation (extended Boussinesq approximation, 111 
[Christensen and Yuen, 1985]). Radiogenic heat production is neglected. The adiabatic (Ha) 112 
and viscous (Hs) heating production terms are: 113 
Ha Tvyg,  and Hs  xxxx  yyyy  2 xyxy ,     (1) 114 
where x and y denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively, vy is the vertical 115 
velocity component, T is temperature,  is density,  is the thermal expansion coefficient, g is 116 
the acceleration due to gravity, ij are the components of the deviatoric stress tensor, and ij 117 
are the components of the deviatoric strain-rate tensor. The latent heating of 118 
melting/crystallization is simulated by adjusting the effective heat capacity, CPeff, and thermal 119 
expansion,  eff, of the partially molten/crystallized rocks [Schubert et al., 1975; Christensen 120 
and Yuen, 1985; Stüwe, 1995] at each time step, as: 121 












,   (2) 122 
where QL is the latent heat of melting/crystallization for a peridotite, M the weight fraction of 123 
melt (see section 2.2), and P is the pressure. Cp and  in equation (2) refer to heat capacity 124 
and thermal expansion of the solid peridotite. Table 1 lists all model parameters. 125 
The model domain is 4000 km wide and 700 km high and has an initially homogeneous 126 
fertile peridotite composition (Figure 1). The box is discretized into 427×96 nodes. The mesh 127 
is refined vertically between 0 and 250 km depth and horizontally between -130 km and 130 128 
km from the center of the box, where the x- and y-spacing is set to 5 km. The x- and y-129 
spacing is 10 km outside the refined domains. The refined areas correspond to the lithosphere 130 
and the sublithospheric layer, where plume-lithosphere interactions take place, and to the area 131 
where the plume rises. The box is initially filled by 1,942,560 particles with a uniform 132 
density corresponding to a minimum of 16 markers in the smallest mesh. The numerical 133 
resolution in mesh size and marker density was validated in a previous study [Agrusta et al., 134 
2013]. 135 
Mechanical boundary conditions are depicted in Figure1a. The bottom and right boundaries 136 
are open. External no slip conditions are nevertheless imposed on these boundaries. This 137 
results in a constant velocity gradient along the boundary: 138 
vi
xi L  vi  0
,         (3) 139 
where ∆L is the distance away from the actual boundary where the no slip condition (vi = 0) 140 
is satisfied [see Agrusta et al., 2013 for details]. This distance controls the velocity gradient at 141 
the boundary. A real natural open boundary, simulated by a constant flux, is reproduced if ΔL 142 
is infinite. In the present simulations, to ensure numerical stability, a semi-natural open 143 
boundary is modelled by imposing very low velocity gradients normal to, respectively, the 144 
bottom and right-lateral open boundaries, for which ΔL is set to 7368 and 9389 km, 145 
respectively. 146 
Constant temperatures, T0 of 273 K and T1 of 1837 K, are imposed at the top and bottom of 147 
the box, respectively. Lateral boundaries are insulating. The initial temperature field, 148 
representing an oceanic plate cooling from a ridge located at the top left corner of the model 149 
(x = -2000 km), is obtained by running preliminary simulations until thermal equilibrium is 150 
achieved for each imposed plate velocity (usually after 100Myr). In most simulations, the 151 
cooling lithosphere is 40 Myr-old when it reaches the middle of the box (x = 0 km), where it 152 
will be impinged by the ascending plume, for any all plate velocities, since we increase the 153 
thermal conductivity for the entire depth of the first 150 km of the model (measured laterally 154 
from the ridge location) to accelerate artificially the lithosphere cooling and limit the box size 155 
[Agrusta et al., 2013]. In this domain, the increased thermal conductivity, k0, is: 156 









,        (4) 157 
where k is the reference thermal conductivity of the upper mantle (Table 1), age is 40 Myr, X0 158 
is 150 km, X1 is 1850 km, and Vplate is the plate velocity. The plume is generated by 159 
modifying locally the bottom boundary condition: a temperature anomaly, defined as Tplume = 160 
T1 + ∆Tplume, is constantly imposed on a 50 km wide domain centered at x = 0 km at the 161 
bottom of the box (Figure 1b). To assess the effect of the thermal structure of the lithosphere 162 
on the plume-lithosphere interaction, we also run simulations in which the lithosphere is 163 
either 20 Myr or 80 Myr old at the plume impact point. 164 
Figure 1 - Snapshots of the model set-up for simulation 6 (Table 2) 27 Myr (a) and 73 Myr (b) after the 165 
introduction of the thermal anomaly. The color scale represents the viscosity field and the contour lines the 166 
isotherms from 1200 ˚C to 1800 ˚C spaced by 100 ˚C. (a) Mechanical boundary conditions. (b) Thermal 167 
boundary conditions including those generating and sustaining plume upwelling. 168 
2.2 – Partial melting model 169 
To predict the onset of partial melting, we use a parameterization for batch melting under 170 
anhydrous conditions [Katz et al. 2003]. The melting degree is calculated at each time 171 
iteration for all particles located at depths shallower than 250 km (0-8 GPa, corresponding to 172 
the pressure range for which the Katz et al. [2003] parameterization has been established). 173 
This depth limit is not a shortcoming, as partial melting never occurs deeper than 150 km in 174 
any of our simulations. 175 
At the initiation of partial melting, the weight fraction of melt, M, is a function of temperature 176 
and pressure according to the relationship: 177 
M  T T P solidus
T P liquidus T P solidus ,        (5) 178 
with M = 0 if T < Tsolidus  and M = 1 if T >Tliquidus. Tsolidus = 1085.7 + 132.9∙P -5.1∙P2 and 179 
Tliquidus 1780 +45∙P -2∙P2 are defined in °C where P is the pressure in GPa. 180 
Progressive depletion of the solid residue, as fertile components segregate in the expelled 181 
magma, results in an increase of the peridotite solidus temperature [Walter, 1998]. The 182 
consequent decrease in melt production is modeled by considering the effective instantaneous 183 
melt production, M, as the difference between the partial melting degree predicted by 184 
equation (5) and the cumulated melt amount produced by the particle, set equal to the 185 
depletion degree (see eq. 6 below). Since the melting degree of a rock particle is assumed to 186 
only strictly increase through time, if the predicted instantaneous melting degree is lower 187 
than, or equal to the cumulated one, the simulated instantaneous melt production is zero. 188 
The depletion degree, F, is the cumulative sum through time of the melt fraction produced at 189 
each time step, M. F is defined at a given time step, nt, as: 190 
if , , with     (6) 191 
Note that we do not model partial melting below the simulated pseudo-ridge located in the 192 
top left corner of the box, that is, in the first 500 km measured from the ridge axis. Partial 193 
melting and melt extraction at the ridge should result in depletion of the first ~50 km of the 194 
lithosphere. We neglect here ridge magmatism because the shallow lithospheric layer might  195 
play a role in plume-plate interactions only when the plume impacts a quite young plate (20 196 
Myr old).  197 









,         (7) 199 
where lr and sr are the densities of the melt and solid peridotite at the reference 200 
temperature, Tr = 298.15 K, and pressure, Pr = 0.1 MPa (Table 1). 201 
In a batch melting model, the liquid is supposed to remain in chemical equilibrium with the 202 
solid residue; this model assumes no relative movement between the melt and the solid 203 
matrix. This conjecture is probably unrealistic when the melt fraction exceeds 1-2 % 204 
[McKenzie, 1985]. We parameterize melt extraction using a dynamic partial melting 205 
approximation, i.e., the melt is retained in the solid matrix until melt fraction reaches the 206 
critical thresholdc, at which previously isolated melt pockets form an interconnected 207 
network and become mobile. The porosity threshold in the upper mantle is not accurately 208 
known and is estimated to range from ~0.1 % to 2 % [McKenzie, 1985; 2000; Riley and 209 
Kohlstedt, 1991; Faul, 2001]. Any melt fraction exceeding c is instantaneously extracted 210 
from the simulation box, assuming that the time scale of melt extraction and migration 211 
through the overlying column of mantle are much faster than that of mantle flow. Once 212 
melting stops at time step nt (with M nt1  0), we mimic simply recrystallization of the 213 
1 tt nn FM MFF tt nn  1 1 tt nn FMM
retained melt fraction C and the associated refertilization of the residual peridotite by 214 
decreasing the depletion degree F by C if M nt1 C , or by M nt1 if M nt1 C . 215 
2.3-Rheology 216 
The viscosity of the unmolten peridotite (cc) is modeled as: 217 




        (8) 218 
where 0 is pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, Va is the activation volume, 219 
and R is the gas constant (Table 1). The viscosity of the partially molten peridotite is 220 
computed using a constitutive relationship based on a contiguity model, which considers the 221 
effects of melt distribution at the grain-scale as observed in laboratory experiments [Takei 222 
and Holtzman, 2009a]. In this model, the macroscopic viscosity depends not only on the 223 
volume melt fraction, , but also on the distribution of liquid pockets at the grain scale. The 224 
macroscopic relationship between stress and strain rate depends therefore on the crystal 225 
contiguity, , defined as: 226 
 1 A 0.3,          (9a) 227 
where A is a parameter depending on composition, which here equals 2.3. This model 228 
predicts a drastic reduction (by a factor 5) in the aggregate viscosity, , associated with a 229 
change from diffusion through grain boundaries to diffusion through the liquid, occurring at a 230 
critical melt fraction, which depends on grain size. For a grain size of 3 mm, which is 231 
consistent with observations of mantle samples deformed near solidus conditions [e.g., Le 232 
Roux et al., 2008; Higgie and Tommasi, 2012; 2014], the critical melt fraction is estimated to 233 
be 0.01 wt % [Takei and Holtzman, 2009b]. In this framework, in a partially molten 234 
peridotite, the total deformation is the sum of grain deformation by diffusion, grain boundary 235 
sliding, reactions at the solid-liquid phase boundary, and matter diffusion through the liquid 236 
phase. The resulting constitutive relationship, if 0.01% ≤  ≤ C, is: 237 
  0.2 CC 2 .        (9b) 238 
In the present models a lower and an upper viscosity cutoffs are imposed at 1016 Pa·s and 239 
1024 Pa·s, respectively. 240 
By assuming the mantle to be made of anhydrous peridotite, we neglect the influence of 241 
dehydration on the peridotite rheology caused by partial melting. This choice is justified by 242 
the uncertainty concerning the actual effect of hydration on olivine rheology: experimental 243 
estimates of hydrolytic weakening in olivine range from four orders of magnitude [Karato, 244 
2010] to a factor 2-3 [Demouchy et al., 2013; Girard et al., 2013; Fei et al., 2013]. 245 
2.4-Density 246 
Density depends on temperature, T, pressure, P, volume fraction of melt, , and depletion 247 
degree, F: 248 
  1 s l         (10) 249 
with 250 
l  lr 1l T Tr   1l P Pr  
s  1F sr Fdep  1s T Tr   1s P Pr  ,   (11) 251 
where s and l are the densities calculated using the reference densities sr and lr at ambient 252 
conditions,s and l are the thermal expansion coefficients, and s and l are the 253 
compressibilities for the solid and the melt respectively (Table 1). The variation in solid 254 
density due to depletion, dep, is calculated using a parameterized relationship of the 255 
residuum density of lherzolite melting, which is valid for 0 to 35 % of melt extraction in the 256 
0-7 GPa pressure range [Schutt and Lesher, 2006]. This relation predicts a density reduction 257 
of 1-2 % for 20 % of melt extraction. 258 
dep
sr 0 1P2P
2 3P3 4P4 5F 6FP ,    (12) 259 
where P is in GPa, and 0 = 0.972, 1 = 4.79×102 GPa-1, 2 = - 2.21×102 GPa-2, 3 = 260 
3.81×103 GPa-3, 4 = - 2.21×104 GPa-4, 5 = - 2.80×104, 6 = - 2.53×105 GPa-1. 261 
Table 1 – Physical parameters 262 
3-Model results 263 
A total of 96 simulations (Table 2) have been performed considering three plate velocities, 264 
Vplate: 7.5, 10, and 12.5 cm·yr-1, and two different background mantle viscosities, , defined 265 
at the bottom of the box (H = 700 km and T1=1837 K): 7.5×1020 and 1021 Pa s. The imposed 266 
plume thermal anomaly, Tplume, ranges from 250 to 375 K. As the plume upwelling velocity 267 
depends on both the thermal anomaly and the background mantle viscosity, we characterize 268 
the plume vigor by the plume Rayleigh number Raplume  gsrH 3 Tplume T0   plume  , 269 
where plume is the viscosity at the temperature Tplume at the box bottom. 270 
For each Vplate, , and Tplume set, two simulations are performed: one neglecting the effects 271 
of partial melting on viscosity, density, and on the temperature field (latent heat), hereafter 272 
referred to as melt-free cases, and one considering all these effects (eqs. 2, 9 and 10), 273 
hereafter referred to as melt-dependent cases, using a volume threshold for the melt 274 
extraction, C, of 1 %. 275 
Additional simulations have been performed neglecting the latent heat of melting (eq. 2), but 276 
considering the effects of partial melting on viscosity and density. The influence of plate age 277 
at the impact point is tested by running 12 additional experiments in which the age of the 278 
lithosphere at the plume impact point is either 20 Myr or 80 Myr. The influence of the liquid 279 
extraction threshold, C, is tested by varying it from 0.5 to 5% in simulation 16 (simulations 280 
16c2 to 16f3). For this particular case, the respective contributions of viscosity and density 281 
dependence in melting degree were also investigated separately. 282 
Table 2 - Simulations list. The number in the parenthesis in the column Raplume indicates the vigor of the plume 283 (1 = weak plumes, 9 = strong plumes). The column QL indicates if latent heat effects (eq. 2) is considered (y) or 284 
not (n). The column C indicates the melt extraction threshold used and, for simulation 16. C is the SSC onset 285 time (dimensionless) simulated for ‘melt-free’ cases or melt-dependent ones (‘melt-dep’). The column SSC 286 
change expresses the change in the onset time of the SSC in melt-dependent relative to the equivalent melt-free 287 
simulations (-1 = SSC-delayed; 0 = SSC-unchanged; 1 = SSC- acceleration). 288 
In all simulations, the plume rises up through the mantle and spreads out along the base of the 289 
lithosphere asymmetrically, as illustrated in Figure 2. The vigor of the downstream flow (in 290 
the plate motion direction) with respect to upstream flow depends on the ratio of the plume 291 
upwelling velocity to the plate speed. High plate velocities and slow plume upwellings favor 292 
downstream flow of the plume material [Agrusta et al., 2013]. Cold dripping instabilities 293 
initiate within the sublayer located at the transition between the lithosphere and the plume-fed 294 
asthenosphere. As they grow, these instabilities are advected by downstream flow away from 295 
the plume conduit. A few instabilities also develop upstream of the plume stem, in particular 296 
for vigorous plumes and/or slow plate velocities. 297 
The top panels of Figure 2 show the vertically integrated (over the whole box) instantaneous 298 
and accumulated mass of melt (in kg∙m-2) as a function of the distance away from the plume 299 
impact. Lower panels display the temperature field, the partial melting regions, and the 300 
depletion degree across the model. Partial melting initiates at the plume head impact at the 301 
base of the lithosphere. In this area is produced the highest amount of melt (1.37 kg∙m-2) 302 
(Figure 2a). It results from the continuous feeding of fertile and hot material by the upwelling 303 
plume. As the plume spreads out, partial melting stops due to depletion, and the depleted 304 
material is advected away from the plume axis. Secondary partial melting, producing lower 305 
melt volumes, is triggered away from the plume impact point by further decompression in the 306 
upwelling domains of the SSC. This secondary partial melting therefore occurs in small 307 
isolated domains with a wavelength of ~100 km, that is, the SSC cell wavelength, up to 308 
~1500 km away from the plume impact (Figure 2b,c). It yields an increase of the depletion 309 
degree in the sublithospheric layer, which at some point (close to 20 wt%) hinders any further 310 
melting (Figure 2c). A quasi-steady-state, characterized by temporal variations of the average 311 
lithosphere thickness (depth of the 1300 ˚C isotherm) in the last 2000 km of the domain (from 312 
the plume axis to the right side of the box) lower than 0.1 %, is reached ~61 Myr after plume 313 
initiation for the moderate plume vigor modeled in simulation 17. 314 
The discontinuous partial melting and progressive depletion structure modeled here may 315 
explain the spatial and temporal variations of magma production observed along hotspot 316 
tracks. This point has been extensively studied by Ribe and Christensen [1999] and Bianco et 317 
al. [2008], who interpreted these variations as the result of progressive extraction of different 318 
components in separated partial melting zones. We will therefore not detail this issue in the 319 
present article. 320 
Figure 2 - Evolution of the partial melting: melting domains, melt production, and depletion in simulation 17. 321 
The top panels show the total instantaneous melt mass (red line) and the depletion (accumulated melt mass, 322 
green line) integrated over vertical columns through the model. The lower panels show the depletion degree 323 
field and the melting domains (red patches). Isotherms (black lines) are depicted from 800 °C to 1400 °C in 324 
steps of 100 °C. 325 
3.1-Definition of the onset time of SSC  326 
The triggering of SSC in the lower part of a TBL has been shown to depend, for a 327 
temperature-dependent viscosity, on the structure of the unstable layer underlying the 328 
stagnant upper part of the TBL [Davaille and Jaupart, 1993]. Numerical and laboratory 329 
models demonstrated that the onset of SSC (c) beneath a rigid lid depends on the Rayleigh 330 
number of the unstable layer (RaSSC) and on the viscous dimensionless temperature scale ():331 
C RaSSC2 3  , where the exponent  depends on the modelled -range [Dumoulin et al., GJI, 332 
2005]. It may range from 8/3 [Choblet and Sotin, 2000], to 4/3 [Davaille and Jaupart, 1994], 333 
or ~0.7 [Korenaga and Jordan, 2002; 2003; Huang et al., 2003]. The latter value corresponds 334 
to a -range (~5-20) consistent with the one expected for the mantle and to a Newtonian 335 
Arrhenius-type rheology [Korenaga and Jordan, 2003; Huang et al., 2003]. 336 
Previous models [Moore et al., 1998; Thoraval et al., 2006; Agrusta et al., 2013] showed that 337 
the spreading of a mantle plume along the base of the lithosphere can switch an initially 338 
stable (or metastable) sublithospheric layer into an unstable state, triggering SSC, by 339 
increasing the temperature jump across the destabilized layer and, hence, by significantly 340 
increasing RaSSC. SSC triggering also depends on the ratio between plate and plume 341 
upwelling velocities. Slow plate or fast plume velocities promote a strong upstream flow that 342 
reduces the thickness of the unstable layer prior to its destabilization and delays the SSC 343 
onset in the downstream domain, compared to fast plate or slow plumes cases, in which 344 
plume upstream flow is weak [Agrusta et al., 2013]. 345 
In the present study, we analyze the influence of partial melting on SSC dynamics by 346 
comparing the onset time of SSC in melt-dependent simulations to melt-free ones. All 347 
simulations are analyzed at a stage where quasi-steady state is reached. The horizontal 348 
location of plume impact, Ximpact, is defined as the location of the maximum positive peak in 349 
vertical velocity, whereas the horizontal location of the first dripping instability, Xonset, is 350 
defined by the location of the first peak in vertical velocity downstream from the plume 351 
impact point (see fs01a,b in the supplementary material for details). The onset time of SSC, 352 
c, is computed as the difference between Xonset and Ximpact converted in time by dividing by 353 
Vplate: c = (Xonset-Ximpact)/Vplate. Figure 3 shows two pairs of simulations with melt-free and 354 
melt-dependent physical properties for identical mantle viscosities (1021 Pa.s) and plate 355 
velocities (Vplate= 12.5 cm∙yr-1), but different plume anomaly temperatures (300 and 350 K, 356 
simulations 20 and 22). Comparison of these two pairs of simulations shows that the 357 
feedbacks between partial melting and SSC dynamics are complex. Partial melting shifts the 358 
onset of SSC towards sensibly younger lithosphere ages (by ~2.5 Myr) in simulation 20 359 
(Tplume= 300 K), whereas it has no meaningful influence on SSC onset in simulation 22 360 
(Tplume = 350 K).  361 
Figure 3 - Comparison between (a,c) melt-free and (b,d) melt-dependent simulations for similar mantle 362 
viscosities (1021 Pa.s) and plate velocities (Vplate= 12.5 cm∙yr-1), but different plume temperature anomalies: (a,b) 363 
300 K and (c,d) 350 K. The color scale represents the viscosity field and the contour lines the isotherms from 364 
1200 ˚C to 1800 ˚C spaced by 100 ˚C. Red arrows indicate the SSC onset. 365 
3.2 –Dynamic effects of partial melting on SSC onset time 366 
Analysis of full dataset shows that the SSC onset in melt-dependent simulations may be 367 
accelerated, unchanged, or delayed relative to melt-free simulations. Melt-dependent 368 
simulations reveal a stronger time-dependence of the location of the SSC onset, implying 369 
larger error bars in the estimate of the SSC onset. As described below, the complex interplay 370 
between, on one hand, the negative feedback on SSC triggering produced by cooling due to 371 
the latent heat of melting, and, on the other hand, the positive feedback resulting from the 372 
buoyancy increase and the viscosity decrease associated with melting are likely to enlarge the 373 
domain where the TBL becomes unstable. We nevertheless think that this enhanced time-374 
dependence does not have a strong influence on the SSC onset time. 375 
As a consequence, we define an acceleration (delay) in the SSC onset if the SSC onset time 376 
of the melt-dependent simulation is lower (greater) than the melt-free one and if the two error 377 
bars do not overlap by more than half (Figure 4a). This definition corresponds to a minimum 378 
difference of 50 km in the (Xonset-Ximpact) distance between melt-free simulations and melt-379 
dependent ones (see supplementary data ts1). 380 
To quantify the convective regime in the sublithospheric layer, we define an internal thermal 381 
Rayleigh number, RathermalSSC  gsrH 3 Tlocal T0   local  , where local is the minimum 382 
viscosity and local is the corresponding temperature, averaged between Ximpact and Xonset 383 
(Figure 1 see supplementary material fs01c). RathermalSSC  only considers the thermal effects on of 384 
the sublithospheric layer buoyancy and viscosity. It does not include the additional buoyancy 385 
arising from melt retention and solid depletion nor the viscosity decrease due to melt 386 
retention. Figure 4b displays the variation of SSC onset time (c) as a function of RathermalSSC . All 387 
melt-free cases (empty symbols) follow the power law relationship C  A RathermalSSC 0.68 388 
where A=146.7 [Agrusta et al., 2013]. However, most of the melt-dependent simulations 389 
(solid symbols in Figure 4b) deviate from this scaling law. In some simulations (circle 390 
symbols), the onset time is remarkably accelerated compared to melt-free simulations despite 391 
very similar RathermalSSC  values. A constant RathermalSSC  means that the thermal structure of the 392 
unstable layer is not notably modified, implying therefore that acceleration of the SSC onset 393 
time results from the buoyancy and/or viscosity variations ensuing from partial melting 394 
coupled to limited cooling by the loss of latent heat during melting. On the contrary, in 395 
simulations where the onset time of SSC remains more or less constant (diamond symbols) or 396 
is delayed (square symbols), RathermalSSC  in the melt-dependent cases is lower than in the 397 
corresponding melt-free cases, indicating that temperature in the plume-fed layer decreases as 398 
a result of latent heat of melting (Figure 4c, see below). SSC delay indicates that this negative 399 
thermal effect is not overcome by buoyancy increase and/or viscosity decrease, whereas an 400 
unchanged SSC onset suggests that the two effects balanced each other. 401 
To clarify the influence of the latent heat of melting on SSC dynamics, Figure 4c depicts the 402 
c - RathermalSSC  relationship for simulations where the latent heat term (eq. 2) is not computed 403 
(solid symbols with black outlines). The simulations previously showing an unchanged or 404 
delayed SSC onset display an acceleration of the SSC onset when latent heat due to melting is 405 
turned off. This result is consistent with the increase of their RathermalSSC  with respect to the 406 
corresponding cases that include latent heat effects. One exception (simulation 12) presents 407 
an unchanged SSC onset compared to the melt-free case. This behaviour may be explained by 408 
the low plate velocity (Vplate =7.5 cm·yr-1) and plume thermal anomaly (Tplume =300 K). The 409 
low plate velocity favors plume upstream flow, which tends to delay SSC triggering (see 410 
discussion below). In addition, the small thermal anomaly of the plume (Raplume = 2.63×107), 411 
produces limited melting and, hence a weak effect of latent heat on the temperature field. 412 
The temperature reduction resulting from the latent heat of partial melting can be estimated 413 
by Tlatent  QL CP M , and may be used to predict the effects of latent heat on RathermalSSC , 414 
then on the SSC onset time. For instance, for an initial temperature (before partial melting), 415 
Tlocal, of 1800 K at a depth Zlocal, of 120 km, the temperature reductions due to latent heat loss 416 
associated with melting degrees of 5 wt% and 20 wt% are of 12 K and 48 K, respectively. 417 
These temperature decreases correspond respectively to viscosity increases of a factor of 1.13 418 
and 1.63, respectively, and to a decrease in the buoyancy forces of a factor 0.98 and 0.96, 419 
respectively. Coupling the increases of viscous forces and decreases of buoyancy forces leads 420 
to a reduction of RathermalSSC  of a factor of ~ 0.85 and ~ 0.6, respectively, corresponding roughly 421 
to what we observed when latent heat is not modelled (Fig. 4c). 422 
Figure 4 - (a) Dimensionless onset time (c) vs Raplume Vplate H   . The color scale highlights the plume 423 
vigor, cold colors represent weak plumes and hot colors represent strong plumes. Symbol sizes are proportional 424 
to plate velocities. Empty symbols indicate melt-free cases, filled symbols the melt-dependent ones. The grey 425 
error bars are the standard deviation error for the c. (b) c vs RathermalSSC , the red arrows indicate two cases 426 
(simulations 9 and 16) for which the SSC onset is accelerated at roughly constant RathermalSSC ; the blue arrow 427 
highlights a case of SSC onset delay (simulation 15). The black line is the scaling relationship obtained by 428 
Agrusta et al., [2013]. (c) c vs RathermalSSC  in models simulations where the latent heat of melting (eq. 2) is 429 
switched off (symbols contoured in black). Melt-free (empty symbols) and full melt-dependent (solid symbols 430 
with no contour) simulations for the same conditions are shown for comparison. The blue arrow highlights the 431 
simulation 14, whose behavior changes from SSC-delay to SSC-acceleration when latent heat effects are 432 
neglected. The red arrow highlights simulation 8, where neglecting latent heat effects results in transition from a 433 
SSC-unchanged onset to SSC-acceleration. (d) c vs RaeffectiveSSC . The red and blue arrows indicate the same 434 
model pairs as in panel (b). The symbols with the red and blue outlines represent the melt-dependent cases with 435 
the age of the lithosphere at the plume impact of 20 Myr and 80 Myr, respectively. The symbols with the 436 
contour color following the Raplume color scale and filled in black and grey, respectively, represent the melt-free 437 cases performed with lithospheric age of 20 Myr and 80 Myr, respectively The model with a plate age of 20 Myr 438 
The dashed black line is the scaling law by Agrusta et al., [2013] and the solid line is the same law calculated 439 
with RaeffectiveSSC . 440 
A more precise description of the convective regime in the sublithospheric layer may be 441 
achieved using an effective Rayleigh number, RaeffectiveSSC , which takes into account the effects 442 




 Zlocal,Tlocal,   Zlocal,Tlocal,, F       (13) 444 
where  Zlocal,Tlocal,, F   sr   Zlocal,Tlocal,, F   is the effective buoyancy difference. 445 
Density () and viscosity () are obtained from eqs. (10) and (9), respectively. Tlocal and Zlocal 446 
are the temperature and depth corresponding to the minimum viscosity in the plume-fed 447 
layer, averaged between Ximpact and Xonset (see supplementary material fs01c).  448 
When the SSC onset time is plotted against RaeffectiveSSC  (Figure 4d), simulations roughly 449 
(R2=0.48) follow the power law relationship C  82.2 RaeffectiveSSC 0.68 , regardless whether 450 
partial melting is considered or not. The shift towards lower values of the proportionality 451 
constant between the scaling laws for RaeffectiveSSC  and the RaeffectiveSSC  might come from the density 452 
increase with depth associated with the compressibility () (eq. 11). 453 
Melt-dependent simulations showing an accelerated SSC onset display higher RaeffectiveSSC  454 
relatively to their melt-free equivalents (red arrow in the Figure 4d), whereas for melt-455 
dependent simulations in which the SSC onset is delayed relatively to the melt-free cases, 456 
Raeffective
SSC  is lower (blue arrow in the Figure 4d). Simulations in which SSC onset is unchanged 457 
exhibit similar RaeffectiveSSC  for both melt-free and melt-dependent simulations. 458 
For simplicity sake, in the present simulations, we used a linear Newtonian rheology (eq. 9). 459 
There is significant evidence for a strain rate-dependent, non-linear viscosity in the entire 460 
upper mantle [e.g., Ranalli et al., 2001; Mainprice et al., 2005; van Hunen et al., 2005]. 461 
Previous works suggest that the dynamics of convection in a system with a non-Newtonian 462 
rheology may be mimicked using a Newtonian rheology in which the activation enthalpy 463 
(Ha=Ea+PVa) in the dislocation creep law is divided by (n+1)/2= 2, where n is the stress 464 
exponent in the dislocation creep law, if the effective viscosity is a function of the rate of 465 
dissipated energy (stress times strain rate) (Christensen 1984, Dumoulin et al., 1999). Indeed, 466 
the dimensionless viscous temperature drop () for a Newtonian viscosity defined using an 467 
activation enthalpy Ha/2 is roughly the same as for a non-Newtonian rheology with n = 3 and 468 
activation energy Ha. However, Van Hunen et al., (2005) have shown that a higher reduction 469 
in the activation energy (by a factor close to n=3.5) is necessary to reproduce, using a 470 
Newtonian rheology, a thermal evolution of the oceanic TBL similar to the one modeled 471 
using a non-Newtonian rheology, because in the specific situation of Van Hunen et al. (2005) 472 
study, deformation and effective viscosity are probably mainly controlled by a roughly 473 
constant strain rate. In the present set-up we can hardly assess which dominant mechanism 474 
controls deformation. Finally, the aforementioned studies simulate a less complex situation 475 
than the present one and it is not possible to predict with precision the possible feedbacks 476 
between the effects of partial melting on the temperature field and physical properties that 477 
would be modeled in a non-Newtonian mantle. 478 
3.3 –Influence of depletion-induced density variations on SSC onset 479 
The depletion degree and the spatial distribution of the depleted residue also influence the 480 
SSC dynamics [Manglik and Christensen, 1997; Hernlund et al., 2008]. Figure 5a displays 481 
the depth of the upper limit of the depleted layer against the average depletion degree in the 482 
sublithospheric layer. The additional buoyancy related to solid depletion accelerates the onset 483 
of SSC only if the depletion degree is lower than 4 wt%. High melting degrees result in 484 
shallower and thicker depleted layers, which tend to inhibit the SSC triggering. This 485 
observation is consistent with previous works that showed that if depletion is important and 486 
the depleted layer thick and rather shallow, the upper part of the unstable sublayer is likely to 487 
become too buoyant to be easily destabilized [Hernlund et al., 2008; Sleep and Jellinek, 488 
2008]. On the contrary, a thin depleted layer in the middle/lower part of the unstable layer 489 
enhances the density contrast between the top and bottom of the sublithospheric layer, 490 
favoring SSC [Jaupart et al., 2007; Hernlund et al., 2008]. 491 
In the present simulations, the depletion degree and the depleted layer thickness depend on 492 
how the plume spreads at the base of the moving lithosphere. The regime diagram proposed 493 
by Agrusta et al., [2013] to quantify the relative vigor of plume upstream and downstream 494 
flows based on the ratio of plume upwelling and plate velocities (Figure 5b) may thus be used 495 
to predict the variations in the SSC onset time resulting from partial melting. Significant 496 
acceleration of the SSC onset is expected for fast plate velocities and relatively weakly 497 
buoyant plumes. In these simulations, partial melting is moderate and only occurs within the 498 
plume downstream branch. In contrast, highly buoyant plumes and/or slow plate velocities 499 
result in higher partial melting degrees in the vicinity of the plume impact point, strong latent 500 
heat-induced cooling, and the formation of an highly depleted layer. These processes inhibit 501 
acceleration of the SSC onset or may even delay it. 502 
Note that, in the present simulations, we neglect partial melting occurring below the ridge. 503 
Models considering the effect of partial melting on buoyancy and viscosity proposed that 504 
melting at the ridge results in the formation of a 60–70 km-thick dehydrated and refractory 505 
harzburgite layer, which may stabilize the lithosphere, inhibiting the penetration of SSC 506 
(Ballmer et al., 2009; Afonso et al. 2008). Based on equation (5) we estimate that, in the 507 
present simulations, partial melting at the ridge would generate a refractory harzburgite layer, 508 
that may extend up to ~50 km depth. This layer would be too shallow to interact with the 509 
plume-induced SSC in any of the models that predict acceleration of the SSC onset, which 510 
are all characterized by SSC concentrated in a deep and thin plume-fed layer. In models with 511 
slow plates and/or vigorous plumes, and but also for young lithosphere ages at the plume 512 
impact point, the SSC might interact with the ridge-formed refractory layer. Still, these 513 
experiments already show that high degrees of partial melting inhibit SSC. As a consequence, 514 
the extra buoyancy of the shallow refractory lithosphere would only further hinder the SSC. 515 
We can eventually infer that the depletion of the shallow lithospheric mantle coming from 516 
melting at the ridge should not alter our predictions of the influence of partial melting on the 517 
dynamics of the SSC in the plume-fed layer. 518 
Figure 5 – (a) Upper limit (depth) of the depleted layer vs. the average depletion degree within the 519 
sublithospheric layer. The boundaries delimiting the three SSC onset regimes (red dashed lines) are largely 520 
arbitrary. Symbols colors and sizes refer to the legend depicted in Figure 4. (b) Regime diagram of plume 521 
spreading as a function of plate and plume velocities. The red dashed line discriminates simulations with SSC-522 
acceleration from simulations with unchanged SSC or delayed SSC. 523 
3.4 –Influence of the age of the lithosphere at the plume impact point 524 
To investigate the possible influence of the lithospheric structure at the impact point on the 525 
dynamics of SSC, 12 simulations are performed, in melt-free and melt-dependent conditions, 526 
by varying the age of the lithosphere at the plume impact point - either 20 Myr or 80 Myr, 527 
instead of 40 Myr (Table 2). The other parameters are identical to those of simulations 17 528 
(plate velocity of 10 cm·yr-1 and plume anomaly of 325 K) and 22 (plate velocity of 12.5 529 
cm·yr-1 and plume anomaly of 350 K), both presenting melt-induced SSC-unchanged onsets. 530 
For the 20 Myr old plate case, we also run simulations similar to cases 16 and 20 (plume 531 
anomaly of 300 K and plate velocity of 10 cm·yr-1 or 12.5 cm·yr-1, respectively), because 532 
both exhibit an acceleration of the SSC onset when partial melting effects are included. We 533 
do not discuss the equivalent simulations for a 80 Myr old plate at the plume impact point, 534 
because at such high plate velocities a 300 K plume anomaly is too weak to trigger partial 535 
melting below a thick lithosphere. 536 
The lithosphere age affects the plume spreading. Plumes impacting a young and thin 537 
lithosphere tend to display a stronger upstream flow compared to those impacting an old and 538 
thick lithosphere (Figure 5d). This behavior may be related to the depth-dependence of the 539 
viscosity, which leads to higher viscosities at the lithosphere base for plumes impacting older 540 
lithospheres and, as a consequence, to a kinematic coupling likely stronger between the plate 541 
and plume material. The variation in the onset time of the SSC arising from the presence of 542 
partial melting displays the same influence of the plume spreading dynamics as discussed in 543 
section 3.3. Melt-dependent simulations presenting a high Vdown/Vup ratio display an 544 
accelerated triggering of SSC relatively to melt-free cases (simulations 20a20, 17a80, 22a80), 545 
whereas simulations with low Vdown/Vup ratios exhibit unchanged SSC onset times 546 
(simulations 16a20, 17a20 and 22a20) (Figure 4d). 547 
3.5 –Influence of the critical melt fraction, C 548 
In this study, the amount of melt retention controls both viscosity and density variations in 549 
the partially molten domains. We tested the effect of the liquid extraction threshold, C, by 550 
varying its value between 0.5 and 5% in a simulation showing a clear acceleration of the SSC 551 
onset (simulation 16). To constrain the respective influence of viscosity and density 552 
dependences in melt fraction, we run for the different C extra simulations where the melt 553 
retention affects only the viscosity or the density (Table 2). Figure 6a highlights that the melt 554 
retention-induced density reduction has a strong influence on SSC dynamics, explaining the 555 
acceleration of the onset of SSC in most cases. In contrast, despite a reduction in viscosity by 556 
up to two orders of magnitude in the domains where melting occurs, the melt-induced 557 
reduction in viscosity alone (red line in Figure 6a) does not result in significant acceleration 558 
in the onset of the SSC. Mechanical weakening associated with retained melt fraction 559 
contributes, however, to the acceleration of the SSC onset when the buoyancy is also melt-560 
dependent and if C is larger than 1 % (viscosity reduction at least equal to 10, eq. 9). The 561 
weak influence of the viscosity reduction on the SSC dynamics may be explained by the 562 
small volumes in which it is effective. Indeed, for a C of 1%, melt-induced viscosity 563 
reduction only occurs in domains that are actively melting, that is, in the plume impact area 564 
and the SSC upwelling branches (Figure 3). Higher melt extraction thresholds allow for 565 
enlarged domains of melt-related viscosity reduction and, hence, for a stronger influence on 566 
the SSC dynamics. 567 
The relative effects of temperature, solid depletion, and melt retention on buoyancy are 568 
depicted in Figure 6b. Compositional effects (melt retention and depletion of the residue) are 569 
much stronger than thermal ones for all liquid extraction thresholds. Even for realistic melt 570 
extraction thresholds (C = 1%), the buoyancy increase due to melt retention is higher than 571 
the one induced by a 50˚C temperature increase in the peridotite. Moreover, for high retained 572 
melt fractions (>3.5 %), the buoyancy increase due to melt retention may also exceed the one 573 
related to depletion. 574 
Figure 6 - (a) Variations in the SSC onset time in simulation 16 as a function of the melt extraction threshold. 575 
Three kinds of simulation are displayed: (1) both density and viscosity dependent in on the retained melt 576 
fraction and the density also depends on depletion of the solid residue (blue line); (2) partial melting only affects 577 
the density (both melt retention and depletion effects are considered, black line); (3) partial melting and melt 578 
retention only affect the viscosity (red line). (b) Buoyancy change due to variations in temperature of the solid 579 
peridotite (by up to 100°C), solid depletion (up to 20 wt%), and melt retention (up to 5% porosity). 580 
3.6- Compositional stratification in the plume-fed sublithospheric layer 581 
Partial melting yields compositional variations in the plume-fed sublithospheric layer. The 582 
internal structure of this layer away from the plume axis is controlled by the interactions 583 
between the large-scale flow (plate tectonic scale), the melt production, and the SSC. The 584 
large-scale flow (plume head spreading and/or dragging by the plate motion) advects 585 
horizontally the refractory residues that form in response to partial melting, leading to 586 
compositional stratification. SSC, on the other hand, produces vertical motions, which mix 587 
and recycle melting residues. However, the buoyancy of the melting residues tends to 588 
counteract homogenization. Under specific conditions, these complex interactions are likely 589 
to induce compositional layering, which may be preserved upon cooling as the plate moves 590 
away from the plume axis, as proposed for the Ontong Java Plateau lithosphere [Ishikawa et 591 
al., 2004; Tommasi and Ishikawa, 2014]. 592 
The present model shows that the geometry of the large-scale flow plays a major role in the 593 
formation of compositional stratification within the convecting sublithospheric plume fed 594 
layer. Simulations characterized by a Poiseuille-like large-scale flow in the sublithospheric 595 
layer, that is, those in which the plume material moves downstream faster than plate velocity 596 
(Vplate/Vdown < 1, Figure 7a), are characterized by compositional mixing in the plume-fed 597 
layer. On the contrary, in simulations characterized by a Couette-like flow in the plume-fed 598 
layer, that is, in which plume material is predominantly dragged by plate motion (Vplate/Vdown 599 
> 1, Figure 7a), the most refractory peridotitic material seems to concentrate at shallow levels 600 
just below the lithosphere, leading to development of a stratification in the depletion degree. 601 
Compositional stratification may therefore be promoted by high plate velocities (Figure 7b) 602 
and/or low plume vigor (Figure 7c). 603 
Figure 7 – (a) Shearing intensity in the sublithospheric layer (Vplate/Vdown) as a function of the ratio Vplume/Vplate. 604 Compositional stratification is observed for simulations with Vplate/Vdown > 1. As in Figure 4, symbols color and 605 
size indicate plume vigor and plate velocities. (b) Compositional stratification promoted by increasing plate 606 
velocity (red contoured symbols in panel a). (c) Compositional stratification promoted by reducing plume vigor 607 
(black contoured symbols in panel a). Close-up on the plume-fed convecting layer far away from the plume 608 
impact point, from 400 km to 2000 km from the plume axis. 609 
3.7- Thermo-mechanical erosion of the lithosphere and deviation from the HSC half-space 610 
cooling model 611 
SSC increases the heat flux at the base of the lithosphere. It is responsible for lithospheric 612 
thinning by convective removal of the base of the rigid lid and increased conductive heating 613 
within it [Doin and Fleitout, 1996; Dumoulin et al., 1999]. To estimate the lithosphere 614 
erosion by SSC in the plume-fed sublithospheric layer, we analyzed the topography of the 615 
base of the lithosphere, which may be defined by an isotherm, TLAB: , 616 
where  is the rheological temperature scale [Davaille and 617 
Jaupart, 1993]. In the present simulations 2.24×T ranges from 200 K to 250 K and TLAB 618 
from 1300 ˚C to 1380 ˚C. We chose to use the lower value of 1300˚C to define the base of the 619 
lithosphere. Figure 8a displays the shallowest depth of this isotherm as a function of the 620 
TTT localLAB  24.2
     1011ln    TTdTdT
horizontal distance to the plume impact point for all simulations. The minimum depth of the 621 
LAB does not vary significantly between melt-free cases (empty symbols) and melt-622 
dependent ones (solid symbols). However, the location of the shallowest LAB relative to the 623 
plume impact point may change markedly. It is closer to the plume impact point for 624 
simulations presenting a faster SSC onset, and farther away for simulations where SSC onset 625 
is delayed. Note that the location of the shallowest LAB is different from the onset point of 626 
SSC (see ts01 and ts05). Far away from the plume impact, the thermal structure of the 627 
lithosphere in melt-dependent simulations is very similar to the one observed in melt-free 628 
ones (Figure 8b and c).  629 
Figure 8 – (a) Distance (converted in time) between plume impact point and the location where the 1300°C 630 
isotherm is the shallowest. (b) and (c) 900 ˚C, 1100 ˚C, and 1300 ˚C isotherms (averaged over the quasi steady 631 
state time window), for simulations showing an increased distance (b) and a reduced distance (c) between the 632 
minimum depth of the 1300°C isotherm and the plume impact point. Black lines represent the lithosphere state 633 
at equilibrium (without plume), red lines the melt-dependent model, and blue lines the melt-free model. Arrows 634 
indicate the location of the minimum depth of the 1300 ˚C isotherm in each case. (d) Apparent thermal age (ta) 635 versus lithospheric age (tl), for a set of models in which the lithosphere moves at 12.5 cm·yr-1 (simulations 20-636 23). Solid lines represent melt-dependent cases while the dashed lines are the melt-free cases. The arrow 637 
indicates the plume impact point at 40 Myr. The horizontal segment shows the re-heating period (ii). (e) ta 638 versus tl, for a set of simulations where the lithosphere velocity is 7.5 cm·yr-1 (simulations 12-15). (f) ta versus 639 
tl,, for the same set of simulations as in (d), if plate temperatures are averaged on the first shallow 50 km. (g) ta 640 versus tl, for a lithosphere 80 Myr old at the impact point location, for simulation 17 (Vplate = 10 cm·yr-1 and 641 
Tplume =325 K) and for simulation 22 (Vplate = 12.5 cm·yr-1 and Tplume = 350 K). 642 
To estimate the lithosphere rejuvenation related to plume-induced SSC, we study how the 643 
thermal structure of the lithosphere deviates from the half-space cooling (HSC) model, by 644 
computing the apparent thermal age (ta) of the lithosphere. The lithospheric apparent thermal 645 
age is the age that would lead to the same temperature structure if the lithospheric TBL 646 
cooled following the HSC-model [Ritzwoller et al. 2004]. ta is computed by first averaging 647 
the lithosphere temperatures on a depth interval ranging from the surface to 100 km depth, 648 
and, second, using the HSC model, by calculating the lithosphere apparent thermal age (van 649 
Hunen et al. 2005). We then compare this apparent thermal age, ta, to the actual age of the 650 
lithosphere, tl, for simulations with a plate velocity of 12.5 cm·yr-1 and 7.5 cm·yr-1, 651 
respectively (Figures 8d,e). This comparison reveals that in all models (i) the lithosphere is 652 
rejuvenated upstream from the plume impact location for the simulations presenting a strong 653 
upstream flow (vigorous plumes and/or slow plate velocities); (ii) at plume impact the 654 
apparent age is lower than the actual age; still the lithosphere rejuvenation lasts less than 10 655 
Myr for fast plate velocities and/or weak plumes (Figure 8d) and less than 5 Myr for slow 656 
plates and/or strong plumes (Figure 8e); (iii) after this rejuvenation period the apparent 657 
lithosphere age increases again following the slope of the HSC-model. Melt-dependent cases 658 
show a shift of stage (iii) towards younger ages for simulations characterized by an 659 
acceleration of the SSC onset, but they do not depict an intensity of the lithosphere 660 
rejuvenation significantly enhanced (Figure 8d). 661 
Moreover, plume basal spreading and associated SSC influence only the deep thermal state of 662 
the lithosphere. Indeed, if apparent thermal ages are calculated by averaging temperature in 663 
the first 50 km, instead of 100 km, the deviation from HSC-model vanishes, indicating that 664 
the top 50 km of the plate are not sensitive to the plume-lithosphere interactions. The 665 
maximum age deviation of ~5 Myr is observed ~20 Myr after plume impact for a vigorous 666 
plume impacting a slow plate (Vplate = 7.5 cm·yr-1; Figure 8f). 667 
Analysis of thermal rejuvenation simulated for the case in which a 325 K anomaly plume 668 
impacts a fast plate aged of 80 Myr at the impact point (simulation 17) predicts a clear 669 
rejuvenation by ca. 10 Myr at 500 km away from the plume impact point (cyan lines Figure 670 
8g). This result is consistent with the thermal rejuvenation of the Pacific lithosphere beneath 671 
Hawaii inferred from geophysical observations  (Ritzwoller et al. 2004).  672 
4 – Discussion: Limitations of the implemented model  673 
The models presented in this paper allow for evaluating how partial melting, via its influence 674 
on the temperature field (latent heat) and on the upper mantle density and viscosity, affects 675 
the dynamics of the small-scale convection occurring in the plume-fed sublithospheric layer 676 
beneath a fast moving plate. The effect of partial melting on the viscosity of the solid residue 677 
through depletion in water [Karato et al., 1986] is not considered in this study where an 678 
initially dry and fertile mantle is assumed. A more accurate partial melting simulation would 679 
notably require the implementation of (1) the water effect on the peridotite melting process, 680 
(2) a follow-up of the water exchanges between melt and solid peridotite, as well as (3) a 681 
viscosity dependence in peridotite water content. Recent experimental data nonetheless 682 
suggest that the water weakening effect on peridotite rheology would be much lower than 683 
previously proposed: a factor 2-3 rather than 100 [Demouchy et al., 2012; Girard et al., 2013; 684 
Fei et al., 2013], implying that hydrolytic weakening may have minor consequences. In 685 
addition, recent data on mantle xenoliths from the Ontong Java mantle root show rather high 686 
hydrogen contents in olivine from highly refractory harzburgites, suggesting that the mantle 687 
lithosphere atop a plume may be rehydrated by percolating melts or fluids [Demouchy et al., 688 
2015]. If these recent data, which point to a weak effect of dehydration by partial melting on 689 
the upper mantle viscosity are correct, then the model predictions should not be significantly 690 
changed by implementing the viscosity dependence in water content. If, on the other hand, 691 
the peridotite viscosity strongly increases during dehydration associated with partial melting, 692 
we may speculate about the possible consequences as a function of already published works 693 
[Afonso et al., 2008; Ballmer et al., 2009; 2011; Kaislaniemi and van Hunen, 2014). For a 694 
hydrous mantle, partial melting will start at deeper levels, but the first partial melting event is 695 
likely to dry out the peridotites and the system will then behave as a dry one [Katz et al. 696 
2003]. In our model this would produce a first decrease in temperature within the plume 697 
material at deeper levels (due to latent heating). It would also strengthen the depleted and 698 
dehydrated residues relative to the unmolten peridotite. Depending on the strength of the 699 
viscosity increase associated with partial melting (which is presently poorly constrained as 700 
discussed above), this might or not further stabilize the TBL and hence hinder the SSC. If the 701 
effect of dehydration on the rheology is strong, probably SSC will be delayed in a larger 702 
range of conditions than what is predicted by the present 'dry peridotite' model.  703 
The instantaneous numerical melt extraction as soon as a critical melt extraction threshold is 704 
exceeded, used here to prevent the accumulation of unrealistic melt fractions, is also an 705 
extreme oversimplification. A large body of evidence, mainly from studies of peridotite 706 
massifs [Le Roux et al., 2007;  2008; Soustelle et al., 2009; Higgie and Tommasi, 2012; 707 
2014] argues for porous flow of melts, melt-rock reactions, and for strong feedbacks between 708 
deformation and melt distribution in the shallow upper mantle. Such feedbacks are also 709 
evidenced in two-phase models [Connolly and Podladchikov, 2007; Bouilhol et al., 2011]. By 710 
assuming an instantaneous melt extraction, we neglect the possible effects of melt percolation 711 
and the possible viscosity reduction at the base of the lithosphere, but also of melt 712 
crystallisation during melt ascent, which should affect the temperature structure (heating by 713 
crystallisation latent heating) and the density field of the base of the lithosphere, since melt 714 
rock reactions may result in iron enrichment and, hence, in density increase in the peridotites  715 
[Tommasi et al., 2004]. 716 
Last, but not least, the simulations performed in this study are restricted to two dimensions. 717 
Passing from 2D to 3D strongly modifies the SSC geometry. In 3D, shearing caused by plate 718 
motion favours SSC convection rolls parallel to the plate velocity (longitudinal rolls) relative 719 
to those oriented perpendicular to the plate motion (transversal rolls, Richter 1973). 720 
Nevertheless, the onset of SSC has been proven to be independent of the third dimension 721 
(Huang et al. 2003; van Hunen et al, 2003). The scaling laws developed in 2D may thus also 722 
apply in 3D (Davaille and Jaupart, 1994; Dumoulin et al., 2005; Huang et al. 2003; van 723 
Hunen et al, 2003). However, 3D effects cannot be neglected regarding the dynamics of the 724 
large-scale plume-lithosphere interaction. Three-dimensional models show that the plume 725 
material spreads out not only in the direction of the plate motion but also laterally, forming a 726 
parabolic shape elongated in the direction of plate velocity (Ribe & Christensen 1994; Moore 727 
et al. 1998; Ballmer et al. 2011). This 3D spreading largely reduces the upstream flow. 728 
Without running full 3D calculations, we may only speculate on how 3D should change the 729 
Vup/Vdown ratio and, consequently, the regime diagram in Figures 5 and 7. As plume 730 
downstream flow is probably enhanced in 3D, and since it favors an earlier SSC onset, in 3D 731 
partial melting might result in acceleration of the onset of SSC for a wider range of plume 732 
anomalies (hotter plumes) and/or plate velocities (lower plate speeds). 733 
5- Conclusions 734 
In spite of the limitations discussed above, the simulations presented in this article show that 735 
partial melting does modify the SSC dynamics in the plume-fed convecting sublithospheric 736 
layer. They also highlight a complex interplay between large-scale flow (plate tectonics 737 
scale) and low wavelength convective deformation. Indeed the interactions between: (1) 738 
cooling induced by the latent heat of melting, (2) buoyancy increase in both partially molten 739 
rocks and solid depleted residues, and (3) viscosity reduction in actively melting regions, 740 
which yield acceleration, no-change, or even delay of the SSC onset relative to melt-free 741 
cases, are strongly influenced by plume-lithosphere interactions at a large scale. The 742 
kinematics of the large-scale flow in the plume-fed material, which is controlled by the ratio 743 
between plume upwelling and plate velocities, has also a strong effect on the plume-744 
lithosphere interaction, via its influence on the plate thickness and on the melting behavior, 745 
on whether SSC is accelerated or delayed by partial melting.  746 
Melt-dependent simulations do not follow an exponential relationship between the onset time 747 
of the SSC (c) and the RathermalSSC  that includes only thermal effects on the buoyancy. The 748 
power law relationship with an exponent of -2/3 is however verified when the convecting 749 
layer is characterized using RaeffectiveSSC , which also includes viscosity and density reductions 750 
due to partial melting. Melt-dependent simulations showing acceleration of the SSC onset 751 
correspond to higher RaeffectiveSSC , and almost identical RathermalSSC , whereas those in which SSC is 752 
delayed correspond to RaeffectiveSSC  and RathermalSSC  lower than for their corresponding melt-free 753 
simulations. The SSC onset therefore occurs earlier when the reduction in density and, to a 754 
lesser extent, in viscosity, induced by partial melting is high enough to overcome the cooling 755 
effect in the plume-fed layer resulting from latent heat of melting. SSC-delayed simulations 756 
systematically exhibit high degrees of melting, and, consequently, strong cooling by latent 757 
heat of melting. For instance, production of 20 wt % of melt at the plume head corresponds to 758 
a reduction in temperature of ~40 ˚C. This temperature decrease produces a relative increase 759 
density of ~ 0.2%, and a viscosity increase by a factor ~1.5 in the plume-fed sublithospheric 760 
layer. Note that in this specific situation, the modelled strong depletion hinders further SSC 761 
development, by spreading from bottom to top the buoyant residue within the plume-fed 762 
sublayer and stabilizing the unstable layer. 763 
Despite a viscosity reduction by up to two orders of magnitude in the partially molten 764 
pockets, the viscosity decrease has no dominant influence on SSC dynamics, as it is restricted 765 
to the actively melting areas. The main ingredient accelerating SSC dynamics is the increase 766 
in buoyancy forces, due to both melt retention and depletion of the solid residue. However, 767 
SSC acceleration only occurs at moderate melt production, because at high degrees of 768 
melting, development of a thick buoyant depleted layer at the base of the lithosphere tends to 769 
inhibit SSC. This depletion stratification is controlled by the plume vigor and plate velocity, 770 
being favored beneath fast moving plates. 771 
Early development of SSC due to partial melting does not result in a more efficient thinning 772 
and thermal rejuvenation of the lithosphere. However, it affects the location of the shallowest 773 
LAB (which ranges between 72 and 82 km depth in the present simulations) relative to the 774 
plume impact point. Acceleration (delay) of the SSC leads to maximum shallowing of the 775 
LAB closer to (farther from) the plume impact point by up to 375 km. 776 
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Symbol Meaning Value Unit
H Box height 700 km
L Box width 4000 km
T 0 Surface temperature 273 K
T 1 Bottom temperature 1837 K
g Gravity 10 m∙s-2
k Thermal conductivity 3.2 W∙m-1∙K-1
C P Heat capacity 1250 J∙kg-1∙K-1
R Gas constant 8.314 J∙K-1∙mol-1
3.9×1010
5.3×1010
E a Activation energy 2.5×105 J∙mol-1
V a Activation Volume 4.8×10-6 m3∙mol-1
A Contiguity prefactor 2.3 -
ρ sr Reference solid density 3300 kg∙m-3
α s Solid thermal expansion 3×10-5 K-1
β s Solid compressibility 7.8×10-3 GPa-1
ρ lr Reference melt density 2700 kg∙m-3
α l Melt thermal expansion 5×10-5 K-1
β l Melt compressibility 40×10-3 GPa-1




μ 0 Pre-exponential Pa∙s
Density model parameters
 mantle V plate T plume Ra plume Plate age
(Pa∙s) (cm∙yr-1) (K) (×107) Myr
1 7.5×1020 7.5 250 2.11 - (1) 40
2 7.5×1020 7.5 275 2.73 - (3) 40
3 7.5×1020 7.5 300 3.51 - (5) 40
4 7.5×1020 7.5 325 4.49 - (7) 40
5 7.5×1020 10 250 2.11 - (1) 40
6 7.5×1020 10 275 2.73 - (3) 40
6b 7.5×1020 10 275 2.73 - (3) 40
7 7.5×1020 10 300 3.51 - (5) 40
7b 7.5×1020 10 300 3.51 - (5) 40
8 7.5×1020 10 325 4.49 - (7) 40
8b 7.5×1020 10 325 4.49 - (7) 40
9 7.5×1020 12.5 300 3.51 - (5) 40
10 7.5×1020 12.5 325 4.49 - (7) 40
11 7.5×1020 12.5 350 5.72 - (9) 40
12 1021 7.5 300 2.63 - (2) 40
12b 1021 7.5 300 2.63 - (2) 40
13 1021 7.5 325 3.37 - (4) 40
14 1021 7.5 350 4.29 - (6) 40
14b 1021 7.5 350 4.29 - (6) 40
15 1021 7.5 375 5.43 - (8) 40
16 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16c2 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16c3 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16b 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16d1 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16d2 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16d3 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
Run
16e1 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16e2 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16e3 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16f1 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16f2 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16f3 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 40
16a20 1021 10 300 2.63 - (2) 20
17 1021 10 325 3.37 - (4) 40
17b 1021 10 325 3.37 - (4) 40
17a20 1021 10 325 3.37 - (4) 20
17a80 1021 10 325 3.37 - (4) 80
18 1021 10 350 4.29 - (6) 40
18b 1021 10 350 4.29 - (6) 40
19 1021 10 375 5.43 - (8) 40
20 1021 12.5 300 2.63 - (2) 40
20a20 1021 12.5 300 2.63 - (2) 20
21 1021 12.5 325 3.37 - (4) 40
22 1021 12.5 350 4.29 - (6) 40
22a20 1021 12.5 350 4.29 - (6) 20
22a80 1021 12.5 350 4.29 - (6) 80
23 1021 12.5 375 5.43 - (8) 40
 C (%)
melt-free melt-dep
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 3.16 3.29 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.68 2.83 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.44 2.99 -1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.26 2.71 -1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 3.25 2.92 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.45 1.86 1
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.45 1.56 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.02 2.09 0
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.02 1.85 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.83 1.75 0
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.83 1.45 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.23 1.28 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.58 1.86 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.43 1.33 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.82 3.11 0
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.82 2.89 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.53 3.07 -1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.33 2.87 -1
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.33 2.06 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.12 2.88 -1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.63 1
Y 1  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.67 1
Y 1  ( ) 3.08 3.23 0
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.57 1
Y 0.5  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 3.08 2.02 1
Y 0.5  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.97 1
Y 0.5  ( ) 3.08 3.22 0
Q L SSC changemelt-dependent properties C ×10
‐4
Y 2  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.3 1
Y 2  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.45 1
Y 2  ( ) 3.08 3.21 0
Y 5  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.16 1
Y 5  ( ,F ) 3.08 1.32 1
Y 5  ( ) 3.08 3.05 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.63 3.02 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.14 2.13 0
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.14 1.95 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.96 2.07 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.87 1.8 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.97 1.85 0
N 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.97 1.26 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.76 1.74 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.88 1.72 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.81 1.26 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.44 1.36 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.74 1.93 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.61 1.07 0
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 2.02 1.38 1
Y 1  ( ) -  ( ,F ) 1.52 1.21 0
